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COMPLIANCE
The following whitepaper is intended to be a technical overview. It is not intended to be
comprehensive nor to be the final design. Noncritical aspects are not covered. This paper
consists of information given for discussion purposes only and does not represent
investment advice of any kind. Further, it does not constitute an offer to sell shares or
securities, nor does it constitute a solicitation to buy such shares or securities. None of the
information found within is intended to influence any investment decision nor should it be
the basis of an investment decision of any kind. Investment advice for investment in any
security, or any tax or legal advice should only be given by an investment advisor, and Baby
Sanji is not an investment advisor. Baby Sanji encourages readers to seek appropriate and
independent professional advice to inform themselves of the legal requirements and tax
consequences of any investments they make, both within Baby Sanji and within the
blockchain industry as a whole. Investments should only be done with the help of an
independent financial advisor within the context of the countries of their citizenship or
residence, and their place of business with respect to the acquisition, holding or trade in
Baby Sanji or any other tokens. Please note that this Whitepaper does not constitute an offer
to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, for any person for whom it may be unlawful to
participate in a token sale. Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not
participate. Consult with your own lawyer or accountant to determine whether it is lawful
for you to participate in this token sale. This Whitepaper should in no way be construed as
being intended to create a contract for investment. This Whitepaper (version 1.0) may be

revised, with the newest edition always appearing on our website. For each revision cycle,
we will provide notes on what has changed and the justification for the change. Updated
versions of the Whitepaper (as indicated by consecutive edition numbers) may contain
information which may override, clarify, or contradict previous editions, in which case the
latest version should be considered the most accurate and up to date. Because of this,
versions which are found outside of the Baby Sanji website may contain out-of-date or
inaccurate information.

DISCLAIMER
The attached white paper is meant to describe Baby Sanji is current anticipated plans for
developing its business and Baby Sanji Tokens. Nothing in this document should be treated
or read as a guarantee or promise of how Baby Sanji is business will develop or of the utility
or value of Baby Sanji; the document outlines our current plans, which could change at our
discretion, and the success of which will depend on many factors outside our control,
including marketbased factors and factors within the cryptocurrency industries, among
others. Any statements about future events are based solely on our analysis of the issues
described in this document, and our analysis may prove to be incorrect. Purchasing Baby
Sanji is subject to many potential risks, some of which are described in this paper, and some
of which are provided in the FAQ on https://babysanji.club. These documents, along with
additional information about our business and Baby Sanji, are available on our website at
https://babysanji.club. Purchasers of Baby Sanji could lose all or some of the value of the
funds used to purchase Baby Sanji.
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OVERVIEW
Baby Sanji offers a robust DeFi platform, allowing users to swap between different
cryptocurrencies, earn passive income through staking, farming, and play-to-earn gaming
that evolve as the blockchain technology progresses. Baby Sanji will also give back to the
causes you care for.

PREFACE
Cryptocurrency and blockchain have forever changed the way that the financial markets
work. With options such as centralized exchanges, lending and borrowing, or staking, the
space has become inundated with different modes of buying, selling, or passively earning
money from your assets. Decentralized Exchanges or DEX’s have made swapping native
assets between each other easy and convenient for investors while sometimes offering
options such as yield farming as a means for investors to earn on their tokens. While other
options offer strictly a marketplace for investors to buy and sell NFT’s, some of which can
be used in a variety of play to earn games that have recently witnessed explosive growth.
As these DEX’s become increasing in number, it often seems as though there are too many
options to weigh and trust. Keeping track of where your assets are located and transferring
between them through different protocols is burdensome and are often on exchanges that
seemingly pop up overnight. Having the benefits of a decentralized exchange that offers a

variety of options that evolve with the increasing growth of the cryptocurrency market has
been shown to be in short supply.

OUR MISSION
The world is changing. Technology specifically blockchain has disrupted the traditional way
of doing business. From finance to the video game industry, blockchain has found a way to
improve current business models and created countless ways to utilize these spaces. Baby
Sanji provides an expansive network of income-generating platforms for the user. Within
the platform, Baby Sanji holders will be able to earn rewards from staking, farming, and
play-to-earn gaming. The platform also offers an NFT marketplace, swap and more.

Baby Sanji rewards holders with many different ways of generating passive income, but
also desires to give back to those outside the crypto space. With Sanji-Inu, Baby Sanji will
accomplish this by giving back to a variety of charities with different causes. Baby Sanji
aims to be the one-stop that will incorporate the biggest needs in the cryptocurrency space.

BS PORTFOLIO
What is a Crypto Portfolio Tracker?
A cryptocurrency portfolio tracker is a website, app or another type of platform that allows
you to manage your investments and keep track of how the value of your coins are changing.

Trackers link with your wallets and exchanges; it’s a one-stop shop for everything you need
to know about how your portfolio changes in value. Cryptocurrency portfolios are most
useful for large-scale traders who have more than 3 coins they actively trade in a portfolio.

What to Look for in a Crypto Portfolio Tracker
Unfortunately, not every crypto portfolio tracker is equally useful and secure. Though every
portfolio tracker will offer its own individual niche to appeal to a certain segment of traders,
every choice you consider should have at least these 3 basic features.

1. Safety and Security
The decentralized nature of the blockchain makes Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
exceptionally difficult to track and trace. It’s also very difficult to determine who owns
which wallet — and once a cryptocurrency transaction has been initiated, it’s virtually
impossible to get that money back.

This makes it especially important to choose a tracker that places an increased emphasis on
security. Because many cryptocurrency portfolio trackers link with an exchange or your
bank account, it’s crucial to protect your coins and your money. A single hack or data leak
can leave your wallet vulnerable, so look for security features like two-factor authentication
and multi-layer encryption.

2. A Clean and Clear Layout
The purpose of having a portfolio is to quickly view all of your assets and see how the value
of your portfolio changes. A good portfolio tracker shows you the total value of your
portfolio on its front page or with 1 or 2 clicks.
Your tracker should be simple to operate and understand, and you shouldn’t struggle to find
the value of each individual coin in your portfolio. Look for a tracker with a crisp, clean
layout that you enjoy looking at and using. This will save you time, stress and eye strain
when using your portfolio tracker.

3. A Wide Range of Available Coins and Exchanges
A portfolio tracker should be a one-stop shop for all of your coins. Look for a cryptocurrency
portfolio tracker that offers connectivity with all of the coins and all the exchanges you’re
on.

If you search for a combination tracker and exchange, take a look at the platform’s coin
offerings before you decide to sign up for an account. This will allow you to trade all of the
coins you want without working with multiple exchanges and memorizing passwords.

Control Your Cryptos
Cryptocurrency is an exciting new investment front — and there’s never been an easier time
to get started with a portfolio tracker or an individual exchange. However, it’s important to
remember that cryptos are also still a very volatile market and it’s possible to lose money
overnight.
Be a smart investor and do your due diligence before you buy any security. Always
remember not to invest more than you can afford to lose.

BS STAKE
What is Staking?
Staking is the process of locking up crypto tokens in order to obtain rewards or earn interest.
Cryptocurrencies are built with blockchain technology, which means crypto transactions
must be verified and the results stored in the blockchain. Staking is one way of validating
those transactions.

Why BS Stake?
With BS Stake, holders of the Baby Sanji token are able to allocate their tokens while
obtaining rewards. Commit Baby Sanji to help maintain the security of the network, confirm
transactions, and increase efficiency. Here holders of Baby Sanji will let their tokens do all
the work while they reap the benefits from just holding.

BS SWAP
What is Swap?
Token swaps are the most common way of interacting with BS Swap. For end-users,
swapping is straightforward: a user selects a BEP20 token that they own and a token they
would like to trade it for. Executing a swap sells the currently owned tokens for the
proportional amount of the tokens desired, minus the swap fee, which is awarded to liquidity
providers.

Why BS Swap?
Swapping with BS Swap is a permissionless process. Swaps using BS Swap are different
from traditional order book trades in many central exchanges where they are not executed
on a first come, first serve basis. Rather, swaps execute against a passive pool of liquidity,
with liquidity providers earning a percentage of fees proportional to their capital committed.

BS COMMUNITY UTILITY
Baby Sanji Charity
As holders of Baby Sanji are being rewarded from the numerous income generating streams
provided, Baby Sanji wanted to create added value to our token by giving back to those
outside of the crypto space, reaching a wider network of individuals. Baby Sanji desires to
leave an everlasting impact on people, benefiting future generations. With Baby Sanji
Charity, Baby Sanji will look towards donations to charitable organizations, helping those
in need.

To build a world free of pain and loss. The BS Fund will be donated and built houses,
schools, orphanages for countries in need. This helps to develop society, reduce the number
of homeless people and create more jobs and jobs for people. In addition, this feature can
attract large investors to support to expand the project scale to a new development level.

UPCOMING BS UTILITIES
BS HARVEST
Yield farming lets users lend or stake their crypto in exchange for interest and rewards
similar to how an investor earns interest on money in a savings account. Holders of Baby
Sanji will be able to do this by adding their tokens to the BS Harvest yield farms earning
interest while allowing other potential holders to borrow assets from the lending platform.
Harvesting Baby Sanji is a risk-free way to earn passive income with some of the most
competitive rates on the market.

BS PLAY
Gaming has come a long way in recent years and has become one the top grossing industries
worldwide earning $155 billion dollars in 2020. As the market approaches a new frontier in
the blockchain space, more and more gamers are at the verge of a dramatic shift in financial
freedom. BS Play provides incentives with play-2-earn rewards due in large part to NFT’s,
or non-fungible tokens. These tokens allow holders to show ownership of digital assets and
provide real world value. Each NFT is unique, with custom rarities and attributes that are
backed by the immutability and structure provided by blockchain technology.

TOKENOMICS
Project Name: Baby Sanji
Symbol: $BABYSANJI
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000,000,000 (100 Quadrillion)

Marketing & Development Wallet
To promote the Baby Sanji ecosystem, 2% of each purchase and sale fee will automatically
contribute to the marketing and development wallet. Baby Sanji has provided a healthy
allocation for this wallet, as the ecosystem will need to undergo extensive development to
become a viable player in the global market. No project can develop without a large number
of investors. In order to achieve steady growth of investors, Baby Sanji plans to work with
many influencers and marketers to meet those needs. The partnership with BTOK, a
blockchain and media marketing consulting group, will further expand Baby Sanji's reach
to other investors. Expenses incurred from marketing and development wallets will be open
and transparent, building trust and relationships with our investors.

Blockchain
Baby Sanji will harness the power of Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and blockchain
technology to provide our users with distributed ledger technology and the security of
contracts that execute without a third party, or smart contracts. The BSC offers an extremely
large user base because of their EVM compatibility and provides the same smart contract
capabilities as Ethereum because they are an Ethereum-compatible blockchain. Despite
being somewhat centralized, BSC provides users with lightning-fast transaction speeds and
the ability to access tokens and products through multiple wallets. The extremely low fees
in comparison to Ethereum make the BSC an affordable option for our investors and suitable
for long term use for NFT gaming and staking.

Coinscope Audit
Smart Contracts and their developers are subject to flaws and require auditing by third
parties to ensure accuracy and provide trust in their development. Baby Sanji is undergoing
an Coinscope audit before the public launch of the token. The Coinscope audit is the most
thorough and in-depth auditing platform that specializes in extensive analysis of solidity
codes and contracts to eliminate any security vulnerabilities or exploits using the most
rigorous and thorough cybersecurity techniques. Baby Sanji is committed to openness,
transparency, and values the trust of their community of investors.

Future Baby Sanji
Baby Sanji is committed to the growth and expansion of the ecosystem. As opportunities
present themselves in the DeFi, NFT, and Play to Earn spaces, Baby Sanji will take
advantage of these new and exciting opportunities providing more value to their investors.
Baby Sanji has positioned themselves to become one of the leaders in the fast moving crypto
space.

ROADMAP
Phase 1
• White Paper 1.0 release
• Website and Socials
• Smart contract deployment
• Community building
• Audit Coinscope

Phase 2
• KYC Coinscope
• Open competitive whitelist
• Heavy marketing before Presale
• Open presale at Unicrypt
• Listed on Pancakeswap

Phase 3
• Reach more than 2,000+ HOLDER
• Listing on CoinMarketCap
• Listing on Coingecko
• Reach more than 5,000+ HOLDER
• Marketing campaign

Phase 4
• Update information and logo on TokenPocket
• Update information and logo on BSCscan
• Setting Up BABYSANJI Charity
• Reach more than 10,000+ HOLDER

• Update information and logo on Trust Wallet

Phase 5
• Update information and logo on Poocoin
• Open BABYSANJI Portfolio
• Reach more than 25,000+ HOLDER
• Open BABYSANJI Swap
• Establishing Charity Partnership & Donation

Phase 6
• Reach more than 50,000+ HOLDER
• Preparing to list on major exchanges
• Big Marketing Push (i.e BTOK Ads)
• Designing our first NFTs
• Launch of the NFT collection

Phase 7
• Strong marketing into the global NFT community
• Open the first 1000 NFT mint
• Full Marketing Push
• Detailed Whitepaper for BABYSANJI App
• Making bigger Strategic Partnerships

Phase 8
• Releasing our official Mobile App on Appstore and Playstore
• Releasing V1 of BABYSANJI App
• Testing V1 of the App
• Fixing bugs
• The Future and Beyond

Follow Baby Sanji!
You can learn more about Baby Sanji by visiting their social media channels. Join the
community now and become one of the early adopters of this next-generation
cryptocurrency plan.

https://babysanji.club
https://t.me/babysanjiinucm
https://twitter.com/BabySanjiinu_tw

